Collaborative learning in networked classrooms – a new landscape in higher education
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Transformations in the social and educational context of higher education are happening in response to real world pressures associated with graduate employability and the rapid advances and modernisation in technologies. Networked classrooms offer an innovative solution to this situation by generating technology-enhanced, collaborative learning spaces in conjunction with new and redesigned teaching methods. In line with the advances in technologically-enhanced networked spaces in higher education, James Cook University’s offshore campus in Singapore (JCU Singapore) recently remodelled and redesigned one classroom with the ProVEOS Wireless Learning Technology (WLT) system. It is this networked classroom that forms the basis of the research reported in this article.

Three hypotheses are examined in this study, they concern: communication, learner satisfaction, and student engagement. Surveys of student participants of networked classrooms demonstrate that communication is fostered, learner satisfaction is reported, and greater student engagement is evident when using the networked classroom.
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Networked classrooms in higher education

Transformations in the social and educational context of higher education are taking place in response to real life pressures associated with graduate employability and rapid developments and innovations in technology. As Tuan (2011) articulates, “global competition, cultural diversity, advancements in technology, and new management processes have demanded more skills from employees” (p. 176).

Networked classrooms are one inventive solution to this new landscape. These learning spaces foster student-to-student-and-teacher collaboration through the utilization of redesigned teaching methods in conjunction with technology-enhanced rooms incorporating multi-focal spatial arrangements (Bhatti, Lundberg, Teoh & Carter, 2013).
In line with these advancements, James Cook University’s offshore campus in Singapore (JCU Singapore) recently remodelled one classroom with the ProVEOS Wireless Learning Technology system set within a spatial arrangement of group work tables each with an LCD screen, mobile chairs, and easy access to large whiteboards. It is this networked classroom that forms the basis of the research reported in this article.

**Graduate attributes and technology futures**

Today, employers are expecting graduates educated in multinational locations such as Singapore to have developed as global citizens with knowledge and proficiency in interpersonal, leadership and technical understanding and skills (Clifford & Montgomery, 2014; Ismail, 2011). Graduate employability is influenced by quality of training and specialisation in conjunction with ‘work readiness’, that is: “possession of the knowledge, attitudes, skills, and commercial understanding that will enable graduates to make productive contributions to organizational objectives soon after commencing employment” (Mason et al., 2006 as cited in Omar, Manaf, Modh, Kassim & Aziz, 2012, p. 103). Based on an analysis of the information recorded in job advertisements on the JobStreet.com website, Omar et al. (2012, p. 106) examined graduate employability in Malaysia. Results from this study indicate that Malaysian employers prioritised the following employability skills during the recruitment process for graduates with degree qualifications: “interpersonal skills (76%), followed by information communication/technology (68%), foreign language (64%), teamwork (36%), and personal qualities (34%).”

Of the interpersonal skills reported by 1700 chief executive officers from 64 countries in the 2012 IBM study, “collaboration came out on top at 75%, with communication (67%), creativity (61%) and flexibility (61%) close behind” (Lee, 2013, p. 1). In the same study, the Business Learning Institute identified collaboration in conjunction with strategic thinking, being technologically savvy, leadership skills, communication ability, and having a corporate practice/specialty as essential dispositions (Lee, 2013).

As collaborative work is a non-negotiable competency in today’s knowledge society, higher education curricula have been transformed and modified accordingly (Wang, 2009; Warger & Dobbin, 2009). Many courses now include in their curricula “the kinds of activities and circumstances that graduates are likely to experience when they enter the workforce” (Warger & Dobbin, 2009, p. 4).

The combination of workforce pressures and rapid advances and innovations in new technologies are influencing and changing the social and educational contexts of learning and teaching in higher education. Within the very spaces of classrooms these changes are apparent. Communication and information technologies are fostering social and cognitive connectivity between students and instructors, and between students with one another (Rajasingham, 2011).

**Learning in networked classrooms**

Networked classrooms (NCs) are learning spaces that are networked technologically as well as socially through student-to-student and student-instructor interactions. Several computers are interconnected via Wi-Fi, making multidirectional synchronous communication between students and students and instructor possible (Wessels, Friesa, Horzb, Scheelec & Effelsberge, 2007). “The educational context is collaborative, the social context is the group, and the
technological context is the computer mediated setting” (Kirschner, Strijbos, Kreijns & Beers, 2004, p. 50).

Networked Classrooms (NCs) involve a process–orientated approach to learning, capturing the impact of technology with new and redesigned teaching methods aligned with constructivist learning, along with emerging notions of connectivist learning (Siemens, 2006; Lundberg, 2013). Such space “encourages students to explore and problem solve in order to create, integrate, and generalize new knowledge” (Ferry, Kydd & Boyles, 2012, p. 141). The skills students are acquiring as they engage with learning in NCs are identified by prospective employees as essential “for building new knowledge and inventing new ideas” (Bicknell-Holmes & Hoffman, 2000 cited in Ferry et al., 2012, p. 141).

The purpose of utilising wireless technologies and social software in NCs is to stimulate a deeper level of learner engagement, as well as encourage curiosity and enthusiasm about the learning process (Jarvela, Naykki, Lara, & Luokkanen, 2007). As Lundberg (2013) observes, “spaces of learning are not empty spaces filled with stuff and stuffed with knowledge. Neither are they simply arrangements of tables and chairs, technology and software. Such spaces are also more than wireless networks. They are resonating spaces of potential” (p. 6).

**Andrology in networked classrooms**

Task ownership, task character, and task control are three educational factors central to working in NCs. Individual accountability and positive interdependence determine task engagement and ownership, which progresses from working independently to collaboratively. Task character encompasses intercultural teams (in the Singapore context) working on authentic tasks that are deemed ‘wicked problems’ “solved only by multidisciplinary groups working together, where the group members assuage cognitive conflicts, elaborate on each other’s contributions, and co-construct shared representations and meanings” (Kirschner et al., 2004, p. 55). Task control refers to students and instructors managing the context, content, sequence, pace, depth and direction of the learning happening in the networked space. As students actively engage within the NCs they frame more in-depth understanding of tasks, which may contribute to higher satisfaction with the learning process.

Learning in NCs involves students externalizing, internalizing, sharing and negotiating knowledge with others. This process, depicted in Figure 1, implies the existence of both multiple perspectives and of common ground (Kirschner et al., 2007). Common ground evolves as individual knowledge is shared, distributed, negotiated and understood; and diverse perspectives are articulated, debated, negotiated and pooled. Some members of a group may construct new knowledge, while others may acquire only part of this new knowledge. “Emphasis is placed both on the value of the unique interpretations and comprehensions held by the individual students and their contribution to collaborative learning practices” (Valtonen, Havu-Nuutinen, Dillon & Vesisenaha, 2011, p. 576).
Central to this process are cognitive conflicts (Valtonen et al., 2011). A disconnect exists between what students know and the meaningful knowledge they are required to know for their ongoing development. Cognitive conflicts evolve from the formation of new schemas, perceived as instigating the formation and restructuring of new knowledge within the learning process. Social software in NCs provides opportunities for active interaction, communication and engagement that contribute to cognitive conflict resolutions (Loi & Dillon, 2006).

It is through interacting with others in the zone of proximal development (ZPD) that existing and new knowledge is examined and cognitive conflicts are resolved (Vygotsky, 1978). Scaffolding in this zone is grounded in collaborative learning and is aimed at “enhancing the learning process and improving students’ academic results with the help of technology. It allows peer interactions and group work while facilitating knowledge sharing and distribution” (Lipponned, 2002 as cited in Cortez, Nussbaum, Woywood & Aravena, 2008, pp. 126-127). Through this process learner groups are guided by instructors and students, with both sharing knowledge that leads to greater engagement, higher order thinking, and new knowledge construction (Kirschner et al., 2007; Girasoli & Hannafin, 2008). According to Cao, Wang and Zheng (2012), the basic principle of this model is that the students’ curiosity in the task is ignited, alongside their intrinsic motivation and higher order thinking, in applying themselves to competently completing the task.

**Collaboration and networked classrooms**

Purposeful communication, engagement, and collaboration occur at multiple levels of learning in NCs: instructor and student collaborative groups, intra and cross group communication, as well as the potential for cross cultural communication. Students can connect their laptop to the LCD screen or work on their laptop, tablet or smartphone separately. They can work collaboratively, directly with the information displayed on the screen on one or several tasks at the same time. They can network on tasks, sourcing documents and switching between resources stored on their devises or in the virtual cloud of the world wide web.

With the use of Wireless Learning Technologies in NCs, further applications for networking include online polling, sharing documents, sharing screens, and instant feedback. Through synchronous polling, for example, instructors can poll all, a selection of, or individual students to ascertain their comprehension of a concept and gauge their learning status - and if they have not understood the concept the instructor can teach the concept in a different way (Liu et. al, 2001; Valtonen et al., 2011). This monitoring approach is balanced with an andrology that enables “students to examine complex problems using a wide variety of

---

**Figure 1: From Kirschner, Beers, Bozhuizen & Gijselaers, 2007, p. 407**

[Diagram showing the process of knowledge construction with stages from externalization to constructed knowledge]
resources, develop their own strategies for addressing these problems, and present and negotiate solutions to these problems in a collaborative manner” (Hannafin & Land, 1997, p. 533).

Thus, NCs constitute an ecology of learning (Siemens in Lundberg, 2013) or a cultural ecology comprising students and instructor (all as participants), the WLTs (in this case ProVEOS), the room arrangement (space and furniture) and the dynamic interaction between them. Acknowledgment of prior learning - connecting students with what they know and need to know - combined with the creation and sharing of new knowledge is characterised as collaborative student ‘improvisations’. Improvisations refer to “re-originating meaning’ without leaving behind the original meaning” (Peters, 2009, as cited in Valyonen et al., 2011, p. 576).

A cultural ecology framework focuses on the dynamics between students within NCs and the potential changes to the environment resulting from collaboration between students and students and instructors. This participation modifies the ecology of the networked space. Social constructivism in this space “sees knowledge construction as a social process in which learners share their perceptions and conceptions in the collaborative production of new understanding” (Valtonen et al., 2011, p. 576).

The flexibility and portability of furniture, space, and technology enables students to work in a variety of configurations. Sitting in groups while networked with other group members and the instructor, enables students to work independently or interdependently as a team or as a whole class on specified learning tasks. Working as group members, students “develop shared awareness of goals, progress, and tasks toward co-constructed regulatory processes, thereby sharing regulation processes as collaborative processes” (Jarvela et al., 2007, p. 72).

The network classroom landscape
Located on the third floor of a three story building, the room dimensions for the NC are 9.38m x 6.85m. The room is rectangular in shape, with whiteboards 1.25m x 5.45m permanently fixed across two walls. With a capacity for thirty-six students, six students can position themselves at one of six rectangular tables. These tables, measuring 1.0m x 2.1m are stationary and arranged along the four walls of the classroom, two tables either end, one table against the window wall, and one table at the entrance wall between two doors. The tables are meeting points for students and the space for collaborative teamwork. Six movable chairs are arranged around each table. Group members can move freely around and between the tables, allowing mobility, portability and flexibility in social interactions and group formations.
Situated on the wall adjacent to each table is a 42” LCD screen with total connectivity to a keyboard and mouse located on the table’s surface. Students work collaboratively in their group with a designated Wireless LAN (Wi-Fi).
ProVEOS is a Wireless LAN (Wi-Fi) classroom management software information transmission system that supports student engagement in this networked classroom. With the internet IP address students and instructors connect to the network to access the features of the wireless platform. ProVEOS has several applications for networking including instant switching between users, interactive e-whiteboard, interactive testing, electronic polling and surveys, file sharing, sharing screens (including quad display), instant messaging, and online simulation exercises, such as statistical simulations.

Methodology

To date minimal research has been conducted that specifically focuses on higher education students’ perceptions of learning in NCs (Davis, 2003; Liu et al., 2003; Jarvela et al., 2007, Salter, Thomson, Fox & Lam, 2013). Our research team postulates that networked classrooms are responsive to the digital and networked world, engaging students and instructors in collaborative work. This process involves interaction and communication that contributes to student engagement and higher learner satisfaction.

Hypotheses

With the intention of contributing to literature on students’ experiences with NCs in higher education, the researchers tested three hypotheses:

1. Communication is fostered when working in the networked classroom
2. Higher learner satisfaction is reported after working in the networked classroom
3. More student engagement is evident when working in the networked classroom

Instrument

A survey was developed that aimed to obtain information about a number of different variables in which the researchers were interested, and the interrelatedness between these variables. While a comprehensive literature search located a previous measure (Lu, Ma, Turner, & Huang, 2007), that survey did not contain all the areas of interest under investigation. Thus, a new survey measure was developed by the team which was inclusive of the adapted Lu et al. measure and informed by existing literature on wireless technology in higher education. This instrument was piloted with twenty students enrolled in Business, Information Technology, and Arts and Social Science courses at JCU Singapore - specifically
in subjects taught by members of the research team. After the trial, modifications and additions were made prior to the development of the final survey.

The survey consisted of five sections. Sections one to three used a 5-point Likert scale, while section four used a 7-point Likert scale. Firstly, section one comprised the pre and post-test questions. Here, participants were required to rate their experiences and satisfaction before and after use of the NC in response to eleven questions. Section two comprised five constructs relating to student’s experiences in, and satisfaction with, the NC. These questions were adapted from the related study on wireless learning technology systems (Lu et al., 2007). The five constructs were customised in relation to the NC, they included student-centred learning environment and the following dimensions: pedagogical, technological, cultural and pragmatic. Section three comprised five questions regarding the wireless learning technology system (WLTs). Section four related to students’ experiences using the NC; it comprised seven questions. Lastly, section five recorded the demographics of the participants including, gender, level of study, nationality, and course of study. Subsequent analyses were conducted using SPSS software.

The survey was distributed towards the end of the study period. It was uploaded via the Qualtrics on-line portal and made accessible to students enrolled in identified subjects taught by members of the research team. An email invitation with the survey link was forwarded to students by the Project Officer who invited their anonymous and voluntary participation in the survey by clicking on the link which remained live for two weeks.

Participants
One hundred students - 56% females and 44% males - enrolled in the JCU Singapore programs in Business, Information Technology, and Arts and Social Sciences volunteered to participate in this research study. Disciplinary backgrounds included: Business (n=42); Information Technology (n=4); Arts & Social Sciences (BA or B.Psych) (N=54). Of these students, 79% were undergraduates, and 21% were postgraduate. The undergraduate participants were enrolled at different stages in their course with a noticeable input from first year students: first year (66%); second year (17%); third year (2%), fourth year (1%). The post graduate courses are of one year duration. The ethnic composition of participants represented included: Chinese (n=64); Indian (n=16); Malaysian (n=4); European (n=2); Other (n=14).

The study adopted a simple random sampling method (SRS), which postulates that all subsets within a population would be given an equal probability in selection. The advantages of SRS include the low cost and more effective data collection in measuring the student population.

Data analysis
To test the three hypotheses identified for this study, the researchers examined the findings based on the difference in significance before and after the use of the NC through p-value and t-test. Pair-wise comparisons were generated to ensure more robust results – as examination of difference in data row by row makes results more accurate. Next, the researchers investigated the correlation coefficient (r) to determine the difference between the dependent and independent variables. The researchers then considered the mean value of the results to identify statistical significance; this was to determine the usefulness of the NC in the area of teaching and learning in higher education. The use of an arithmetic average served as the simplest statistical tool to measure central tendency within the given data sets. Finally, the
correlation coefficient \((r)\) was employed to determine the differences between the dependent and independent variables.

**Findings**

While each hypothesis is reported separately below, the researchers found common themes emerging from the data. These include a positive influence in student engagement with the ProVEOS system, and interaction and collaboration within the NC. In addition, participants reported that participating in meaningful learning opportunities in the NC influenced their engagement as learners, including their interaction and communication with classmates and instructor.

We hypothesised that the use of NCs would foster communication. **Improved communication** between instructors and students within the NC was statistically observed \((M=4.16)\) and a preference for similar classrooms on campus was recorded \((M=4.16)\). The findings demonstrate that a more active and interesting lesson was identified when using the NC \((M=4.12)\), and the NC was recognised as a useful learning space \((M=4.11)\). These findings confirm that NCs foster communication between instructors and students.

Our second hypothesis was that participants would report **higher learner satisfaction** after working in the NC. To test this hypothesis, we employed the use of matched-sample t-tests as well as open-ended questions regarding: exposure to different ways of learning, greater interest in subject, usefulness of technology, support of group work, confidence in learning, and subject engagement. The majority of positive responses to the open-ended questions provided additional evidence to confirm the second hypothesis. Table 1 demonstrates a sample of student responses, while the matched-sample t-tests are analysed below.

**Table 1: Participant's satisfaction with learning in the networked classroom**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interactive learning with classmates and professors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We were able to discuss the topic among classmates, and gain different perspectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It encourages students to participate or have an active discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to be independent as well as seek help from my peers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I gained confidence in discussing my views</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I learned how to work in a group and feel that subject is more exciting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn detailed knowledge about the subject.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It's good to explore things real-time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A matched-sample t-test with an \(\alpha\) of .05 was used to compare participants mean **exposure to different ways of learning** before \((M = 3.44, SD = .868)\) and after \((M = 4.22, SD = .502)\) using the classroom. On average, participants responded at .779, 95% CI [0.573, 0.985], with greater exposure to different ways of learning after using the NC. This finding was statistically significant, \(t(103) = 7.487, p < .001\).
Similarly, a matched-sample t-test with an $\alpha$ of .05 was used to compare participants’ mean interest in their subject content before ($M = 3.59, SD = .820$) and after ($M = 4.13, SD = .669$) using the NC. On average, participants responded at .584, 95% CI [0.355, 0.741], with a statistically significant difference in the subject content after using the NC, $t(103) = 5.623$. $p<.001$.

The usefulness of the technology in contributing to higher learner satisfaction was compared before ($M = 3.88, SD = .962$) and after ($M = 4.40, SD = .616$) using the NC. On average, participants responded at .529, 95% CI [0.309, 0.749], indicating a statistically significant difference in the usefulness of technology after using the NC, $t(103) = 4.766$. $p<.001$.

Support of group work was compared to ascertain if this was a factor contributing to higher learner satisfaction in NCs. A matched-sample t-test with an $\alpha$ of .05 was used to compare participants perception of support of group work before ($M = 3.48, SD = .955$) and after ($M = 4.24, SD = .599$) using the NC. On average, participants responded at .760, 95% CI [0.527, 0.992], with more support for group work after working in the NC. Again, these findings are statistically significant, $t(103) = 6.485$, $p<.001$.

Engagement with the subject was compared before and after using the NC to identify if this was a factor contributing to higher learner satisfaction. A matched-sample t-test with an $\alpha$ of .05 was used to compare participants engagement with the subject before ($M = 3.41, SD = .888$) and after ($M = 4.12, SD = .715$) using the NC. On average, participants responded at .702, 95% CI [0.494, 0.910], with findings being statistically significant, $t(103) = 6.695$. $p<.001$, after working in the NC.

A matched-sample t-test with an $\alpha$ of .05 was used to compare participants’ confidence in learning before ($M = 3.44, SD = .923$) and after ($M = 3.95, SD = .755$) using the NC. On average, participants responded at .510, 95% CI [0.293, .726], with more confidence in learning after working in the NC. This difference is statistically significance $t(103) = 4.662$. $p<.001$.

A matched-sample t-test with an $\alpha$ of .05 was used to compare satisfaction with learning experiences before ($M = 3.51, SD = .848$) and after ($M = 4.04, SD = .622$) using the NC. On average, participants responded at .529, 95% CI [0.335, .722], with more confidence in learning outcomes after working in the NC. Again, statistically significant, $t(103) = 5.422$. $p<.001$.

All of the above matched-sample t-tests were supportive of our second hypothesis of greater student satisfaction using the NC.

Thirdly, and lastly, we hypothesised that more student engagement would be evident when working in the NC. In order to examine this hypothesis, matched-samples t-tests were utilised. Measures regarding excitement about learning, anxiety about learning, learning from class interaction, and communication and interaction, were used to test the third hypothesis.

A matched-sample t-test with an $\alpha$ of .05 was used to compare excitement about engaging in learning before ($M = 3.41, SD = .877$) and after ($M = 4.07, SD = .779$) using the NC. On average, participants responded with more excitement in engaging in learning after working in the NC, giving moderately statistically significant results at .654, 95% CI [0.437, 0.870]. The significance of this finding, $t(103) = 5.992$. $p<.001$, provides support for the third hypothesis.
To ascertain anxiety about engaging in learning a matched-sample t-test with an $\alpha$ of .05 was used to compare before $(M = 3.14, SD = .999)$ and after $(M = 3.67, SD = 1.028)$ use of the NC. On average participants reported more anxiety regarding engaging in learning after working in the NC. This is a statistically significant outcome, $t(103) = 4.766 . p< .001$.

A matched-sample t-test with an $\alpha$ of .05 was used to compare learning from class interactions before $(M = 3.51, SD = .955)$ and after $(M = 4.14, SD = .630)$ using the NC. On average, participants responded at $t(103) = 5.549 . p< .001$.

To measure communication and interactions with peers, a matched-sample t-test with an $\alpha$ of .05 was used to compare before $(M = 3.48, SD = .955)$ and after $(M = 4.25, SD = .619)$ use of the NC. On average, participants responded at $t(103) = 6.534 . p< .001$.

Additionally, participants reported in an open comments section of the survey that they found the NC a useful learning space. The equipment and furniture – including configuration of furniture - contributed to student engagement (Table 2). These comments provide further data to confirm our third hypothesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Comments on furniture and equipment in the networked classroom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comfortable furniture, clean environment makes learning more positive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tables are more conducive for interaction and the use of the internet allows us to be sure of our content and engage in better and higher debates for interaction and learn better.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I enjoyed the time spent with my classmates with the swivel chairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn in a more creative and interesting way, leaving a deeper impression.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

In our study, the NC constituted a ‘cultural ecology’, with students and instructors working together to reach shared understandings and agreements of common ground. The creation and sharing of new knowledge influenced participation and engagement in learning, and in fostering interactive, collaborative student ‘improvisations’. As students connected and collaborated in NCs, the ecology of the learning space transformed. Throughout this process participants’ reported more excitement as learners, greater exposure to subject content, more active and interesting lessons, and more satisfaction with engaging in a ‘useful learning space’.

Independent and interdependent learning was recognised by participants as key elements of effective interaction and communication in NCs (Wang, 2009; Green et al., 2010). Girasoli and Hannafin (2008) advocate that when students interact and communicate to construct individual and group knowledge they develop their capacity as reflective learners. This process empowers them to confidently take part in “deeper cognitive processing” as well as to “reorganize information, correct misconceptions, and develop new understandings” (Webb & Palinscar, 1996 as cited in Girasoli & Hannafin, 2008, p. 1678).
Throughout this study, participants reported the NC provided them with opportunities to confidently collaborate with peers, and to engage in actively processing, translating and applying their knowledge. Our findings indicate that, even with differences in disciplines, subject content, and instructors’ pedagogical practices, participation and interaction between students-students and instructors was a positive component of stimulating this communal leaning in NCs.

Exposure to collaborative work “in a meaningful search for understanding” (Kember et al., 2010, p. 1184), was reported in our study. Higher satisfaction with learning was associated with additional opportunities for examining the subject material, greater interest and confidence in exploring the subject content, more support for group work, and improved communication between students and instructors.

Aligned with Cortez et al.’s (2008) findings, participants in our study reported positive experiences when collaboratively constructing knowledge while working on group decision-making tasks. Sharing knowledge and scaffolding one another’s learning in networked spaces has been recounted in self-regulated learning theory as signaling positive learning outcomes for students (Jarvela et al., 2007).

Similar to Woo and Reeves’s (2006) research findings, participants reported that the NC provided them with opportunities to share, exchange and communicate in meaningfully interconnected ways. As Jarvela et al. (2007) explain, students co-constructing collective knowledge “develop shared awareness of goals, progress, and tasks toward co-constructed regulatory processes, thereby sharing regulation processes as collaborative processes” (p. 72).

One of the most significant findings of our study was that more anxiety was reported by participants when working in the NC. It is unclear if this anxiety is related to technology, for instance: computer anxiety, perceived computer self efficacy, technological attitudes (Celik & Yesilyurt, 2013) or computer experience (Beckers & Schmidt, 2003); pedagogical methods; the multi-focal collaborative learning space – or the ecology of all three. Indeed increased anxiety may be indicative of the process of cognitive conflict, and suggest Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development ZPD as a useful avenue for further investigation.

Overall, participants identified the pedagogy, space, furniture and wireless technology as elements of the NC that contributed to their positive learning experiences. The networked space provided them with more exposure to deeper levels of learning beneficial in promoting effective and efficient engagement and interaction. Regarding the technological enhancement of the space, as Gros, Guerra, and Sanchez (2005) observed, “not only does it [technology] provide a space for sharing knowledge but it also has to act as a mediated environment for reflecting on and constructing knowledge” (p. 28).

**Limitations, implications and conclusion**

This study examined the impact of one NC on relation to communication, learner satisfaction and student engagement. While the three hypotheses have been confirmed, there are several limitations to this study identified by the researchers.

The first limitation pertains to the sampling method employed, which led to the final results being void of individual faculty (e.g. Business, Arts and Social Sciences) analyses in terms of
usefulness of the NC. Comparing experiences of NCs across different faculty and academic disciplines would be an avenue for future research.

The second limitation regards the learning ecology of NCs and the style of teaching of the instructor. Further research examining effectiveness of instruction in NCs is warranted. More systematic exploration is required to ascertain if NCs are pedagogically sound for all subject domains, in all higher education contexts, and across all cultures. An exploration of what subjects, courses, and instructional designs work best in NCs would prove a very useful area of investigation. Likewise, exploring how pedagogy is changed and/or transformed by its integration with the spaces of, and technology in, NCs is deserving of attention. Paying attention to students’ and instructors’ attitudes to using technology in NCs would provide more insight into the operational use of NCs in higher education.

To conclude, participants reported a preference for active learning in the NC, acknowledging the classroom as a useful and exciting learning space. Higher levels of learner satisfaction were reported in conjunction with rich opportunities for communication, interaction and student engagement. Opportunities to construct new knowledge, independently and in groups, were reported, as were deeper levels of learning when working in the NC.
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